
BALANCE CHAIR
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Your chair is in constant contact with your body, and by 

meticulous design the Balance Chair creates a state of 

steadiness and proper orientation of the body. Cradling your 

body with form fitting, suspended mesh, the Balance Chair 

helps you maintain a healthy ergonomic posture and keeps you 

comfortable all day. 

And the technology is backed up by hard facts. The Balance 

Chair is certified as complying with testing to the American 

National Standard for Office Chairs: ANSI/BIFMA X5.1-2002.

• Removable seat covers - easy to refurbish, upgrade & clean!

• Multi adjustable arms can also be removed.

• Simple, precise weight specific tilt action.

• Multi adjustable arms for customized support: up/down,

fore/aft & side/side.

• Advanced tilting limiter with two step memory.

• Solid, cast aluminum synchro mechanism with multi-

fulcrum support.

• Supportive adjustable lumbar can also be removed.

• Simple, push/pull sliding seat depth adjustment with 5

positions.

FEATURES
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SEAT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

Sit in your chair and adjust the Seat Height so that:

The top of your forearm slopes gently toward the mid-line  

height of your keyboard and your wrists & hands are positioned 

as natural extensions of your forearm.

With your feet resting flat, the tops of your thighs are parallel  

with the floor. A height adjustable keyboard platform or  

height adjustable desk and/or a footstool may help you to  

set-up correctly. 

Lift Seat Height adjustment lever when seated to lower chair 

height. Lift lever and take your weight of the chair to raise  

chair height. 

BACK ANGLE ADJUSTMENT

Adjust the angle of the backrest so that it is in contact with your 

back and is supportive of your working position. Lift Back Angle 

Adjustment lever to adjust Back Angle and release when in 

desired position.

ARM HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

The armrest, made of top-grade molded urethane, can be 

SET-UP GUIDE

adjusted for height and distance to the seat front.

SEAT SLIDE ADJUSTMENT

Unlock the seat position by extending the paddle on the side of 

the under-seat brace. Then grasp the seat pan, sliding it forward 

or backward effortlessly to achieve the proper seat depth for 

each user. This feature assists the user in maintaining a correct 

comfortable seated posture, especially useful for taller people.

LUMBAR ADJUSTMENT 

Adjust the Lumbar Support size until it fills the lumbar region of 

your spine, providing even distribution of pressure. Turn Lumbar 

Adjuster clockwise to enlarge Lumbar and anticlockwise

to reduce Lumbar.

ADJUSTABLE TILT TENSION

A multi-task lever is located on the side of the support under the 

seat pan. It can be pulled outward and then rotated to adjust 

the degree of tilt tension. The same lever is used to adjust seat 

height, resulting in greater convenience and a sleeker design.

ADJUSTABLE BACK ANGLEADJUSTABLE SEAT HEIGHT

ADJUSTABLE SEAT SLIDEADJUSTABLE HEIGHT ARMS

ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR ADJUSTABLE TILE TENSION



PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP

As an integral part of the design process, OLG Office supports 

policies and practices to protect our environment, conserve 

natural resources and reduce waste.

OLG Office is committed to helping safeguard all natural 

habitats and communities affected by their operations. They 

strive to make the most efficient and responsible use of 

renewable resources, including water, soil and forests.

OLG Office has developed the CIRCLE OF LIFE™ 

Environmental Program to provide clients with the 

opportunity to dispose of furniture in a sustainable way. 

The CIRCLE OF LIFE™ is a program that involves the collection 

of furniture from the customer when they no longer have  use 

for it. Items are collected and OLG Office will either donate it 

to a recognized charitable organisation to extend its life-cycle; 

or re-manufacture it as a “near-new” product. This process 

helps to reduce demand on raw material and energy 

resources. When products are beyond salvage, they are 

dismantled; separated by material and sent to an approved 

recycler. 

Choosing to build durable products that have a long-term 

performance and value also highlights Office Link Group’s aim 

to place less demand on natural resources.
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MESH UPHOLSTERY

Clean the mesh back on your Balance Chair by vacuuming with 

an attachment that does not have moving parts as this may 

damage the mesh. For dirt or thicker dust, a damp cloth with a 

mild detergent may be applied to the surface. Make sure mesh is 

completely dry before use. 

EUROTEX PU UPHOLSTERY

Dust and clean the seat of your Balance Chair with a dry, soft cloth. 

Always clean the entire surface to promote uniformity and allow to 

air dry. 

FABRIC UPHOLSTERY

To help keep the seat fabric on your Balance Chair looking good, 

vacuum regularly on a low suction with an upholstery attachment. 

This will help remove any dust and dirt that is deep in the seat 

fabric. 

For spot cleaning, use a damp cloth to wipe the surface (do not 

saturate the fabric) and allow the fabric to dry before further 

use. For tougher spots or stains, cleaning with a solvent may be 

necessary. Contact the chair manufacturer for details on what 

products are suitable to use.

BASE & CASTORS

Keep the base of your Balance Chair clean by wiping it down with 

a damp cloth and a general purpose cleaner/detergent to remove 

dust and dirt. For best results on a chrome base use streak free 

glass cleaner.

Keep castors clear of carpet threads, dirt or other objects that 

would restrict their movement. Remove castors and soak in warm 

water with a mild detergent. Dry thoroughly before re-attaching. 

FUTURE CARE

Ongoing care will maintain the quality and cleanliness of your 

Balance Chair. Lightly vacuum or wipe the surface with a damp 

cloth at least once a week to keep dirt and dust from collecting. 

Once every six months make sure all screws, bolts and nuts are 

tight and there are no damaged or non functioning parts.

CARE & MAINTENANCE

140KG RATING

Maximum 140KG weight capacity.140KG 
RATING




